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Christmas At Horner

52 to 2 amps 1500HP DC Drive project with
CoolBLUE by: Bill Roper
In September Horner was called out to a rubber manufacturer in Tennessee to measure
common mode currents on a 1500HP DC
Drive. The drive end gearbox had just failed.
It was found that they had bearing fluting that
went through the DC motor into the shaft of
the gearbox and into the bearing. The DC
drive was connected to the gearbox and that

Before CoolBLUE

gearbox was connected to a mixer. It mixed
raw rubber for the plant.
They measured that the amps were destructive and could cause damage by bearing fluting in the future and they would have the same
problem all over again and costing alot of
money. Bill Roper and Mike Croft came to the
rescue with CoolBLUE. It was installed, and
the reduction of common mode currents was
reduced from 52 amps (2.60 volts) down to < 2
amps (80 millivolts. This reduction represents
a change of 96% in common mode currents
being generated by the DC Drive. This was
one happy customer and praised Horner for
our solutions.

After CoolBLUE

Coating’s Joins
Forces with Pump
By: Albert Anderson
The Horner Pump Department
originally opened in January
2018, as of November it
became part of the Horner
Coatings Division. This is to

What does Horner APG do?

by: Tyler Sheller

increase efficiency so that

What’s a Horner Automation

tions. This innovative architec-

systems that rely on automa-

repairs, upgrades and coat-

OCS?

ture results in a control solution

tion are in every factory and

ings are able to be performed

Industrial

uses

with lower maintenance costs,

process application throughout

easier than before with person-

control systems such as com-

easier implemented upgrades,

the world.

nel from both the Pump Shop

puters or robots and informa-

and less room for development

Automation is a large and ever-

and Coating Division involved.

tion technology, like Horner’s

and commissioning issues.

growing market. In 2018 alone,

Just like everything else the

OCS (operator control station)

Our OCS controllers have

Horner Automation sold around

Coating Division works on, we

controllers, for managing dif-

many additional features within

26,000 controllers (an increase

take on pumps that are on the

ferent types of processes and

each individual product, includ-

of about 20% over 2017). Our

brink of disaster and re-restore

machinery. These control sys-

ing Data Logging, networking,

products fit a wide range of

them to their like new condi-

tems can perform tasks that

remote monitoring and con-

applications, and our most

tion.

humans can’t on their own.

trol, and more. Our Cscape

popular markets include:

Another valuable asset to our

Automation takes the risks

programming package helps

•

Oil & Gas

division is Pumpmeisters who

and difficulties out of indus-

manage all of this from a com-

•

Water/Wastewater

moved into the 921 building

trial

people

mon environment, without the

•

Agriculture

directly across the street from

work more efficiently. With our

need to keep track of multiple

•

Building Automation

the Pump Department. They’re

Horner Automation OCS con-

separate devices for each of

•

Manufacturing

a distributor for Flowserve

trollers, it’s all made simple.

these tasks.

•

Energy/Renewable

mechanical seals and they

Our controllers are all-in-one,

Where do Horner Automation

Rep. their line of pumps.

meaning they provide control

Controllers Fit In?

Having them in our build-

(IEC-61131), Graphical HMI

Facilities use Horner auto-

ing means that if one of their

(human

interface;

mation products to perform

customer’s needs to have a

2-1/2″ – 22″ screens), built in

multiple tasks at once, help

pump repaired, the assembly,

and remote I/O support, and

a facility run 24/7, and log

or parts, will be shipped to our

various other communication

endless amounts of data for

Pump Department right across

platforms (including Ethernet,

review. Without modern auto-

the street for inspection, quota-

CAN and Serial) – all of which

mation practices, there are

tion and hopefully repair. We

would be potentially performed

increased incidences of human

are excited about our growth

by differing functions/devices

error, safety issues and wasted

potential in 2019 by combining

in traditional PLC (program-

energy. Examples of predictive

the Coatings Division and the

mable logic controller) applica-

and preventative maintenance

Pump Department.

automation

work,

helping

machine

Energy
•

Material Handling
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Product Sales: More Than Answering The Phone

by: Craig Hallett

The product sales group is responsible

Sales wrote over 5500 purchase

Goals for 2019 include, but aren’t lim-

for around 9 Million Dollars in sales per

orders in 2018 and $5.1M of those

ited to:

year. The team consists of more than just

where written out of Indy by Karen

•

Increase Margin by 3% or more

one office. Springfield, Cincinnati, Fort

Childs and Linda Sutton alone.

•

Increase Product Sales by 15% or

Wayne, Louisville, Horner Fan, Coatings

•

¼ of total ISS sales is done by our

more

and Terre Haute all have product sales

team. Our average margin aint too

team members. Our products range from

shabby either while still giving the

for company-wide price consistency

the smallest HVAC motor to the larg-

customer a great deal.

by end of first quarter

est DC mill motor. Other products we

•

•

Design and Launch a new pricing tool

We take up 1/50th of the physical

I want to personally thank Kerry Fork and

space required to do business.

Jim Plahitko for all the effort they put into

4 hours of everyday are spent on the

New Product Inventory Ways and Means

phone

2018. I want to thank Kerry Howell, Jacob

We only work ½ days, the first half.

Brown, Paul Fishburn and the drivers for

And some weekends.

their effort in physically managing our

Our warranty situations are less than

inventory. Thanks to Karen, Linda, Sandy,

1%

Tyrus, Tony, Matt, Dave, Gale, Becky, Troy,

Our overhead is low. It takes 3 tools

Gus and all the sales people for being

internal meetings for synergy, monthly

to do our job, a computer, a phone

here, being engaged, helping our custom-

product Skype sessions and “lunch and

and a brain

ers and just down right having fun doing it.

sell include: Power Transmission, Fans,
Loctite, Pumps, Hydraulic Components,

•

Adjustable Speed Drives, Lighting, Soft
Starts, Motor Starters, CoolBlue Inductive

•

Absorbers, Control Devices and many
other industrial items.

•

Our team members are educated in the
products we support. We have weekly

•

learns” with vendors. Our team travels to

Goals achieved in 2018:

the manufacturing plants of our vendors

•

and

we’re making 10,000 sales per year, ship-

for training, product updates and strategy

Implementation for purchasing and

ping product and contributing to the com-

sales meetings. We also have an electrical

inventory

pany’s overall success.

engineer and dedicated outside sales guy

•

on staff for product support, application
engineering and field support. Here are
The product team writes more than

•

•

Design

Developed process for uploading pricStreamlined inventory, products and
pricing for today’s market

•

9200 sales orders per year which is
just shy of half what the entire com-

Guide

ing in Vantage

some interesting stats:
•

Buyers

So, if you’re wondering what we’re doing,

Hired Dedicated Outside Product
Sales person

•

Implemented Skype product meetings

pany writes in total.

keeping sales people on the road

The purchasing team for Product

while still training
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Louisville Holiday
Rushes Become
Common
by: Terry Thorne

before

all listened in on the ensuing

sary data entry and paperwork

Thanksgiving Day and the

conversation we all too soon

to receive and document the

crew at Louisville was gathered

came to realize that we were

work to the customer’s motor.

together as they were finishing

having a déjà vu all over again

Charlie

The old lighting system on a

up their Thanksgiving Holiday

moment. We all looked over

Phelps once again ended up

water tower in a small-town west

gathering. The conversation

at Chris and each other with

working over the Thanksgiving

of Indianapolis needed to be

centered around how, just one

a look of “this isn’t really hap-

Day Holiday this year to get

replaced. Electrical Field Service

year earlier, a call came in

pening” look of unbelief only

our customer’s machine and

was called out to update the

at about that same time from

to realize that it was, as on the

process up and running once

old system with a new Horner

a customer that had a motor

other end of the call was an

again in the least amount of

APG manufactured LED light-

failure that turned out to be

aggregate customer calling us

time. Derek and Charlie I am

ing. The water tower is 100 feet

a Full Overtime Rush requir-

in a breakdown condition want-

very thankful for you! Thanks

tall and since height is an issue

ing the Louisville team to work

ing his motor repaired on a Full

for all you do!

Bob Fisher and I had to come

over the Thanksgiving Holiday

Overtime Rush basis.

The Louisville team is thank-

up with a plan to get the old

to get the motor back to our

The Louisville team immedi-

ful for the business and we

lighting system down and the

customer.

ately snapped into action to get

truly appreciate the fact that

new up. We were able to design

We no sooner finished discuss-

the customer’s motor picked

our customer called us, but

a pulley system powered by a

ing how ironic it would be for

up and brought back to the

we’re truly hoping that this

20 V DeWalt drill. We bolted a

that to happen again when

Louisville shop where the pro-

doesn’t become an annual

makeshift pulley to the handrail

Chris Probus’ phone rang. As

cess of repair could begin while

Thanksgiving Day tradition.

on the tower and ran a 200 foot

he answered the call and we

Gus Bezy started the neces-

rope up through the pulley down

Our New Faces

EFS/Lighting Joint
Water Tower Project
by: Gino Pardini

to our drill assembly. The pulley
system was made out of an old
wire spool, ½ inch all thread,
and a bracket. Did I mention
that the water tower is 100 feet
tall? The APG LED lights that
were installed are able to be
programmed to change colors
and lighting sequences via the
supplied control. After working

It

was

the

day

Mings

and

Derek

Charles Dunlavey
Machinist
Springfield

Deon Casey
Clean Up Crew
Wash St.

Rebecca Tex
Production Tech
APG

Daniell Walker
Admin
Coatings

Keith Skaggs
Mechanic
Cincinnati

Jaye Peper
Admin
MFS

Matthew Hoke
Machinist
Wash St.

Larry Stickney
Field Service
Springfield

Theodore Rodgers
Mechanic
Wash St.

about 12 hours the City had 16
new LED light fixtures installed
to once again probably show off
their water tower.

Bill Carhuff
MFS Technician
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Fingers: Safety 2018

by: Kelly Russell

effort to avoid future Finger

practice.

Injuries, in the meantime here

4.

are a few good safety practices

TOOLS for the TASK – Tools

to follow:

should be clean to support a

1. SLOW DOWN and ASSESS

good grip, adjustable wrenches

THE JOB – identify pinch

are not recommended because

points, cut hazards, chemical

they can slip increasing the

exposure or any other type

chance of injury.

of hazard that may pose a

5. DO NOT WEAR JEWELRY

Finger Injuries were the most

risk and get the proper PPE -

– rings, watches, etc. while

common incidents for Horner

BEFORE you begin the task

working.

over the past 2 years. In fact,

2. USE GLOVES – impact

the past I’ve seen finger/hand

Finger Injuries accounted for

resistant gloves are recom-

injuries resulting from rings,

5 out of 8 incidents in 2018 (3

mended for most routine tasks

watches or other entanglement

were recordable and 2 were

in both the shop and the field.

causes.

non-recordable) and we have

You may also need cut resis-

6. HAND PLACEMENT – do

had 2 finger injuries already in

tant or other type of hand PPE

not place your hands/fingers or

2019 – both are OSHA record-

for specific tasks as well. DO

any other part of your body in

able. These incidents occurred

NOT wear gloves while operat-

the Line of Fire.

while the employee was hold-

ing rotating equipment.

We ask that you provide your

ing on to a moving load, touch-

3. HAND OFF LOADS – you

feedback too for what we

ing a machine while it was

should not touch a load or hold

can do to prevent hand/finger

in operation or smashing the

on to the chains/straps while

injuries.

finger between objects. Almost

lifting and moving a load. Use

input to Kelly Russell at Kelly.

all of our incident investigations

push tools or taglines. We will

Russell@hornerelectric.com or

report the employee admitting

be assessing each location to

call extension 20232. All com-

they “were in a hurry”.

determine what tools may be

ments will be considered and

Horner will be launching a team

provided to support this safety

implemented where practical.

Gym Lighting Success

USE

PROPER

HAND

Fan and Machining
Services Joint
Cascade Wheel
Project
by: Wendy DeFabis

Too many times in

December and January found
the Horner Machine shop manufacturing a Cascade Wheel for
a customer. The customer is an
ingredient solutions company. This
job once again was a joint effort
with Horner Fan & Fabrication.
Horner Fan created new prints and
laser cut all parts which included
top & bottom rings and blades.
Bryan Himes of the machine shop

Please provide any

made the new shaft and hub.
Jamie Staley, machining services,
provided the welding expertise.
The new hub and top / bottom
rings were aligned and welded in
place and then each blade welded
in place. Marty Sphatt finished up

by: Tyler Sheller

with balancing the wheel.

Poor color rendering, dim,

gyms. First we wanted to

tuning of the quality LEDs on

The image looks like a fan but this

and antiquated – not exactly

improve the overall quality and

the CHBs improved color ren-

does not move air. This is a low

the type of words you want to

amount of general lighting.

dering! Implementing an XL4

RPM running unit used to break

hear associated with our edu-

Second, we would create cus-

OCS controller, we enabled the

up finished product (starch) before

cation system. Luckily, we’re

tom lighting schemes. Finally,

school to easily manage cus-

going to a dryer.

just talking about lighting in

everything would need to be

tom lighting schemes for plays,

the Norwalk Catholic Schools,

easy-to-use, energy efficient,

games, and even mass with

Norwalk, OH, school gyms.

and low maintenance (helping

the bishop.

The 400W traditional HID fix-

save time and money during

tures used to illuminate the

the lifetime of the fixture).

gyms were exactly that – out

Utilizing Circular High Bays

of date and not up to standard.

(CHBs) to replace the old fix-

Horner Lighting saw a chance

tures, our team was able to

to brighten, modernize, and

increase light levels from 25

reduce costs for the school

FC to 60 FC, and the fine-
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We Don’t Just Fix
Large Industrial
Equipment
Every once in awhile mechanic
Dan East finds himself with some
different and unique items to fix.
Large industrial equipment repair
is what Horner is known for, but

Hydro Generating Station: Oregon

by: Bert Serak

sometimes small unique items

In January 2018, the Springfield

scope and reduce the replace-

Station

are also worth alot of value.

Division was contacted by a

ment ring time requirement.

Horner for their hydro genera-

This antique item is known as

large electrical contractor to

We proposed a revised work

tor knowledge, professionalism,

quote a hydro generator col-

scope plan with reduced on

and work ethic. The electrical

lector ring assembly repair and

site ring change time required

contractor’s excitation modern-

replacement. The contractor

utilizing the spare rings.

We

ization project was completed

received a RFQ to replace the

shipped the spare ring assem-

by the end of November. The

by the Aircraft Manufacturing

Hydro Generating Station, in

bly to Springfield and qualified

generator was energized and

Company out of Dayton, OH

Ashland, OR, excitation sys-

them.

This was a huge win

startup was a success. No col-

The 1/4HP 1725 RPM motor

tem. Included in the work scope

for the contractor because their

lector ring or excitation system

was rewound and since the start

is the removal, refurbishment,

work scope was limited while

issues. The spare rings were

and installation of the generator

we have the generator/excita-

tested, inspected, polished, and

collector ring assembly.

tion system locked out (safety

returned to the Station.

By the end of February, we

LOTO) while we’re changing

received a PO to perform the

rings. The spare ring assembly

work. A trip in May was sched-

reduced our ring change out

uled for Jim Delawder & I to job

time by 2 days.

walk thru at the hydro generat-

In October, Jim Delawder &

ing station. The job walk con-

Floyd Mann & I returned to the

firmed the generator collector

station to remove the collector

ring assembly location on the

rings and to install the spare

shaft, plant location and layout,

set.

ring assembly prior removal,

on schedule. The used rings

and crane availability. A spare

were shipped to Springfield.

set of collector rings was iden-

Springfield tested & inspected

tified and visually inspected

& refurbished rings & returned

during this visit.

to Green Springs.

a Fan O Plane and was built in
the 40’s and 50’s. It is a decorative ceiling fan. This one probably around 1953 according to
the nameplate. They were made

mechanism inside was broken,
Dan put an external sim pac on it.

The spare

rings could change our job work

employees

thanked

The job was completed

The con-

tractor & the Hydro Generating
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Elephant Hunting

by: Mike Harper

The sales team have a saying when they

John Franzer and I presented the quote to

drive source.

go hunting for large dollar jobs – they call

the customer and we discussed our com-

Fortunately, Bert Serak has a lot of experi-

it “elephant hunting.” We all know that

pany’s capabilities. We were up against

ence with large generator repairs in his 40+

elephants are fairly rare in the wild so

two other competitors but in the end, we

years of being in the motor repair industry.

chances are slim that you will find one but

were the successful bidder. We just landed

Bert was tapped as our technical resource

you never will if you don’t hunt for them.

our elephant!

for the rotor and he has been coordinating

One day we were contacted by a local

This motor had never been removed for

the rotor repair work with Toshiba and the

Air Force base – one of the largest in the

service since it was installed during WWII.

customer.

nation. They had a 5,000 HP synchronous

Jim Delawder supervised the rather dif-

The stator rewind work was headed up by

drive motor for a wind tunnel, that had

ficult removal. Steel I-beam rails were

Mike Butler, Randy Jones and the crack

winding problems. Jim Delawder paid a

constructed to slide the motor out of the

winding team at Washington St. shop.

visit to the job-site, inspected the motor

test facility building to allow a crane to pick

Our accounting team of Patty Harris and

and advised repairs.

it up.

Tom Berkopes has kept track of the prog-

Alan Horner and I worked together on

After the motor was received at Washington

ress payments and billing for the large job.

rewind pricing for this large motor. We also

St. shop, I inspected the motor with Alan

This job is an example of how company

established progress payments, consider-

Horner, on a Saturday afternoon. The sta-

teamwork can produce positive results for

ing the high amount of labor and materials

tor is basically just a very large, high HP, 3

our company as well as our customers. It

required. If we won this job, it would have

phase winding. The rotor, however, is very

also demonstrates how to bag an elephant

to come to Washington St. shop due to the

special as this type of motor was typically

sized job in our industry.

weight being way over Springfield shop’s

used as a generator, which meant that it

crane capacity.

was usually being driven from a rotating
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Dan Storey: A True
Asset to Mechanical
Field Service
Dan Storey was on the construction crew that help build the back
building at Horner that houses
Sales, Inside Sales, Shipping
and Receiving and both Electrical
and Mechanical Field Service.
He was hired on at Horner after
he was reconized by Alan Horner
for his skills. He joined the Field
Service crew for Horner which
was mostly electrical at the
time. After awhile Dan left and
worked as a Plant Manager for a
Gravel Pit in Martinsville. He later
came back to Mechanical Field
Service and has been here for
quite some time. Ralph Coonce,
Mechanical Field Service
Manager, notes that Dan was an
asset to the Horner team for his
ability to think outside the box
and problem solve. Ralph says
that Dan was also a huge advocate for safety and made sure
everyone was working safely.
Dan was one of the best riggers
on the team, meaning he was
the one that could figure out how
to pick something up! Recently,
Dan started to train customers
and Horner Employees and was
known as “Professor Storey”
sharing his knowledge with the
next generation. He will be greatly missed and remembered!

Remembering Dan Storey
Dan left Horner shortly after I

ing and bearings in a pump at

finished talking to everybody

came into the company. I had

the powerhouse at what was

and they had answered him,

met him, but had never really

then Rexnord. After we had

that was except for me, I did

had an opportunity to get to

everything disassembled, Dan

not acknowledge anything he

know him. When he returned

told me he thought the grease

had said. Dan at that time

to Horner, Dan came into the

was burnt. He told me a way

turned and looked at me and

mechanical field service group.

to determine if it is burnt is

said “ Mr. Goble I can tell right

Alan talked to me about Dan,

to taste the grease. So, he

now that you and I are going to

( to warn me), to brief me on

proceeded to get a little bit

have problems when I am talk-

his capabilities and personality.

of grease on his finger and

ing to you I expect some kind

Dan was thought of as a”tough

dab it on his tongue. After he

of an answer”. At the time he

guy”, which he was! A lot of

“tasted” it he asked me to do

was talking to me his fingers

younger guys could not keep

the same to see what I thought.

were poking me in my chest

up with him.

I went ahead and did it. After I

and I just kind of smiled at him

But in working with Dan, I

tasted the black bitter grease,

and said “Geez Dan I must of

always found that Dan was

he started giggling and said,

not heard you, I have some

concerned about safety, his fel-

“or you can just smell it” and

ringing of the ears going on”.

low workers and doing the job

went ahead and smelled the

Dan then smiled and replied

right.

I quickly grew to have

grease that was still on his fin-

“you know I have that too”.

the greatest of respect for Dan,

ger and said, “Yep its burnt!”…

After that we were good.

his work ethic, and his experi-

he never tasted it and there

I miss you Ole Dan Storey

ence and knowledge.

There

was no reason to determine

-Gary Goble: MFS Indy

was little that Dan could not do.

whether it was burnt or not, we

After working with Dan, I found

were changing the bearings

I’ve known Dan since I came

that Dan was in reality, a “tat-

and cleaned out all the existing

to Field service in 2008. We

tooed teddy bear”. An abso-

grease anyway.

worked on jobs for a day to six

lutely great guy.

- David Coonce: Sales

months. It was always a joy to

-Ralph Coonce: MFS Manager

work with him you would learn
Many years ago The first time

something new every time.

One of my first jobs while work-

I worked with Dan Storey was

He was a good man. It’s not

ing in Field Service was with

at BOC. Dan was giving every-

the same without him he will

Dan Storey. We were tasked

body instructions on what was

always be missed.

with replacing the pump pack-

to be done and after he had

-Don Pence: MFS Indy
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Thank You From
Wanda Storey
“The Storey family would
love to thank everyone from
the Horner family for their
I knew Dan from the origi-

memories that were created

-Picture submitted by Buster

nal time he started at Horner.

are something special to me.

Hinds: Terre Haute

When he left Horner I saw the

My greatest memories of Dan

loss of him being absent from

include being on every job site

I met Dan in 1997 when Storey

our work force but upon his

with him, constantly learning

Erectors built the first major

return I recall the excitement I

from his wealth of knowledge.

expansion at Horner Industrial.

felt by him returning and what

Off the job site was always

Dan, and his brother Mark

that talent was worth.

fun as we went to countless

owned the business together,

I was fortunate to work with

antique shops and that was

and I worked close with Dan

Dan on several occasions with

another opportunity to learn

over the two years that it took

different work scope descrip-

about tools and stuff from that

to complete the expansion. We

tions. During all of those jobs

past! Dan was a kind, lov-

ended up offering Dan a posi-

I learned something valuable

ing and gentle man who was

tion at Horner. It is hard to find

that I was able to keep with me

always ready to help anyone

a person that had the skill set

to this day. After going to Dan’s

who asked for his assistance.

that Dan had, the work ethic,

funeral and listening to all that

For anyone who knew and

and that was so versatile in the

got up to say something about

worked with him knows what

things he could do. Looking

Dan I realized that Dan lived

it was like to know Dan as a

back, what a great decision

his life to the morals that were

friend.

that was! Since I met Dan,

instilled in him at work and his

-Rusty Syrus: MFS Indy

every time I would walk up

continued

phone

calls, and continued offers
to help in any way they can,

home-life.

behind Dan, I would pull his

It was a privilege to know and

suspenders back as far as I

work with Dan. I’m sorry to see

could and let go. At that point,

him leave us but God has bet-

I would usually take off run-

ter intentions for him in heaven

ning since he would be coming

than what we needed of Dan

after me!

here on earth.

me with that look that I knew

-Mike Croft: EFS and Sales

I was in trouble!! Dan was an

He would look at

unbelievably talented guy that
Memories of Dan are some-

visits,

will be missed dearly, not only

thing I’ll cherish for a long

Dan Storey having a little fun at

as an employee but as a dear

time. I didn’t know Dan as long

3am waiting to get the order to

friend!!!

as some at horner. But the

pull the gearbox out.

-Alan Horner
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Dan looked forward to going
to work everyday to be with
his work family, I don’t know
what we would have done
without all the support from
everyone there, we feel
like we are members of the
Horner family, no words can
express our Thanks.”
Dan and Wanda have 5 children, 16 grandchildren, and
3 great- grandchildren. Dan’s
hobbies included working at
his sawmill, blacksmith work,
shopping at antique stores,
spending time with his family
and loving his wife Wanda.

From Coast To Coast
by: Rich Streitmarter

Several newsletters ago we proudly

quite some time. Recently, we received a

from everyone in the Cincinnati shop, and

announced that we had started receiving

call from the same company out in New

the trust many customers have in us. Part

hydraulic cylinder repairs from California.

Jersey. They have been unhappy with the

of this success is also related to our ISO

This all started because of the opportuni-

repair quality from the shops in their area

Certification (thanks Vern) which helps us

ties we originally had from a trash burning

and started looking elsewhere for support.

maintain a higher quality standard. Most of

facility in Indianapolis. One of our contacts

Our customer contact from Indianapolis

our competitors do not have ISO status so

transferred to Long Beach and has been

suggested they call Horner Hydraulics for

this gives us a distinct advantage. Last, but

sending cylinders all the way to Cincinnati.

assistance and we have just received our

not least, a big thanks goes out to Randy

Well, once again we have similar news.

first shipment from the plant in New Jersey.

Isley as both are his customers. This is the

We have been repairing cylinders for a

This means a lot to us for several reasons.

kind of progress we need to continue grow-

packaging manufacturer in Indianapolis for

It illustrates the quality of the workmanship

ing the Cincinnati Branch.

Once In A Lifetime: Celebrate Life’s Special Moments

by: Troy Elder

What do you do when you find out your

back to school at IU, and get his Masters

Son was accepted into Medical School?

Degree, then re-apply to Medical School.

After you pick yourself up off the floor, you

His persistence paid off, and he was

celebrate !!

accepted into Medical School. He will be

My son Alec, went to Purdue for his

headed to Knoxville, TN this fall. Getting

undergraduate degree.

After graduating

into Medical School....is a “once in a life-

he decided he wanted to get some experi-

time” event. To celebrate, we decided to

ence before he applied to Medical School,

do another “once in a lifetime” event and

so he joined Physassist/ScribeAmerica.

go to New York City on New Year’s Eve for

He started out working for an Orthopedic

the ball drop at Times Square. Crazy.....

Surgery Group in West Lafayette.

He

yes. But Life is short and you’ve got to

took on a different role as a “trainer” for

take time away from work and enjoy the

incoming Scribes. In that role, he worked

small things and make memories.

in various Emergency Rooms throughout

We spent the weekend and saw as much

the country....Dallas Tx, Jacksonville Fl,

as we could. One of the most interesting

Statue of Liberty.

and he ended up at a Children’s Hospital in

items for me, is pictured here. It’s one of

Island Ferry, and went to Central Park (dur-

Knoxville, TN. You would think with expe-

the elevator motors that was salvaged from

ing the daytime). The weekend ended with

rience, along with a 3.9 GPA at Purdue,

one of the World Trade Center Towers. It

the ball drop in Times Square, then the

you could get right into Medical School.

was a surreal experience being at Ground

dreaded 10 hour drive home. A trip I wont

You would be wrong. Alec decided to go

Zero. We also went to Wall Street, the

ever forget with my son.

We rode the Staten
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Cabinet Manufacturer “Boxed In”

by: Joseph Motz Vy: Tom Berkopes

When our customers are “boxed” in, Horner has the unique ability

Once the fan was properly located, the final assembly of the bear-

to assemble resources from Multiple Horner locations to get them

ings and coupling installation takes place followed by an alignment

back up and running. In this case, our customer literally makes

and balance of the fan.

thousands of boxes a year in the form of Kitchen and bathroom

During the process, the fan was measured for future quotation of a

cabinets. As a major supplier to the (2) largest home improvement

high release coating by thermal spray. The thought process is that

chains in the United States, that makes for a lot of Boxes!

by doing this, the time between the need to hand “clean” the fan

In this case, our customers largest exhaust fan drawing air off of

could be extended or even eliminated. We are thinking that with

their paint booths failed the Dodge 3-15/16 bearings on the 52”

less product “sticking” to the wheel, balance issues will be greatly

diameter fan. The air off the booths is run through a filter system

reduced which should help extend bearing life, (along with proper

that reduces the heavy particle account to acceptable levels as it

lubrication).

is then then released into the atmosphere. If the fan is not opera-

So just remember, when our customers feel “boxed” in, Horner’s

tional, the plant is subject to fines or is shut down once the amount

unique blend of people, experience, technical know-how, willing-

of particles reach a certain volume. At that point, production is

ness to travel from multiple locations and work together will get

halted and revenue to the plant is stopped.

things turning again. And when things are turning smoothly for our

The motor and bearing platform are mounted outside on the top of

customers, we once again prove our reputation as the “Can Do”

an 8 foot high concrete pedestal that has no mezzanine or catwalk

company in the industrial services market place.

to safely work off of. This makes for a more cumbersome repair
process but that’s nothing for our Mechanical Field Service team
which once again, stepped up to the plate.
Manpower from multiple Horner locations along with the proper rigging equipment is assembled on site to pull this repair off in a safe
and timely manner. A 3 man crew working together for 2 days were
able to remove the existing fan shaft and wheel where it was lowered to the ground. Once safely there, it was thoroughly inspected
and cleaned by hand. The failed bearings were removed and the
shaft was inspected for shaft fits. On confirmation of acceptable
dimensions and after the fan was cleaned by hand, new bearings
were installed the entire assembly was rigged back into place.
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Things We Have In
Common: Hobbies

Tyrus Demerath, Inside Sales, Hiking
Dan Kohl
Sales
Crossfit

Dawn and James
Taylor
Fan and Indy
Shop
Motorcyle Riding

Chuck Robinson
APG
Drones

Linda Sutton
Indy
Clown Ministry

Jesse Ault
Wash St Shop
Horse showing,
riding, and training

Sandy Pruitt
Indy
Making Home
Decor and
Frames

Matt Velandingham
Sales
Teaching his son

Chris Probus
Louisville
Cacti

Brad Snodgrass
Fan and Fab
Motorcycle Riding

Cody House
Fan and Fab
Wiffle Ball

Buster Hinds
Terre Haute
Woodwork:
Deer Callers,
Pens

Marsha Mattingly
Louisville
Motorcycle Riding

Timm Hanger
Wash St Shop
Watercolor
and Antique
Restoring

Kerry Fork
Indy
Truck Restoring

Rick Collins
EFS
Laser Engraving

Dan Storey
MFS
Carving

Dan East
Wash St Shop
Space Station
Tracking- see it over
Horner - the white
speck in the sky.

Kent Seavers
Terre Haute
Working with
Leather

Rusty Syrus
MFS
Work on the lost and
forgotten Repulsion
Start Induction Run
Motors. This one is
from 1915
Deb Twigg
Accounting
Crochet
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Meet Randy Pittman
Randy Pittman has worked in the purchas-

this time he flew in Desert Storm.

ing and quality area at the Indianapolis

Randy’s next job would be flying Air Force

Motor Shop for 4 years. But what you dont

2, most of you know Air Force 1 as flying

know about Randy is even more interest-

the President, Air Force 2 flies everyone

ing. Did you know he has a long Air Force

from the Vice President to the Secretary

career? Did you know he flew Air Force

of Agriculture and everyone in between.

Continent except Antartica, almost every

2 in DC or flew classified planes? Well

Randy flew during Dan Quayle and Al

Country, and every state in the US.

hold on, your getting ready to meet Randy

Gore’s terms in office.

After retirement from the Air Force he lived

Pittman.

After Air Force 2 he decided to go into

in San Antonio and worked for Boeing

Randy joined the Air Force in 1981 and

special operations which included flying

for 10 years. He later moved back to

officially went in after he graduated High

classified airplanes. He worked with the

Cloverdale, IN to be closer to his parents.

School in 1982. The first three years he

Seals, CIA, and the Delta Force Anti-Ter

Randy is married to his wife Patricia,

was an aircraft mechanic working on B52’s,

rorism Unit for 6 years.

they got married in 1983. They have one

T38 Trainers, and F16 Fighters. Randy

During the end of his Air Force career he

daughter Miranda who lives in San Antonio

though wasnt satisfied as he throught fly-

was a training manager and worked dur-

and is a registered nurse.

ing would be more fun and applied to be

ing Iraqi Freedom sending parts to Iraq for

Next time you see Randy say hello, and if

a flight engineer. He was the youngest to

planes that needed them. He retired with

you are at an outside location call him up

ever be accepted and flew as a flight engi-

the rank of E8 Senior Master Sergeant and

and thank him for his service.

neer for 18 years. He flew C130’s which

had logged over 6,050 hours of flying.

are cargo planes, KC10’s which are tank-

Think about this: He has been to every

ers that refuel airplanes in flight. During
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Driving Down Production Costs

by: Mike Harper

Last fall, David Coonce secured an order

competitive market.

reduced to 14.75 hours, producing a very

to rewind 60 very special aircraft gen-

Following Henry’s lead, we developed four

high profit margin. Henry Ford’s produc-

erators for the US Navy. Our division had

specialized workstations for this special

tion methods still produce positive results,

previously rewound an initial order of 30

job. At workstation 1, the stators were

today.

of these special generators for the same

stripped of the old windings, cleaned and

Thank you to all who helped make this

customer, last fall. Don Morris trained

tested. At workstation 2, the stator cores

special project a smashing success.

Stephen Clippinger on the finer points of

were reinsulated and readied for rewind.

hand- winding these special stators, so the

At workstation 3, the first winding was

first order got us over the learning curve.

installed. At workstation 4, the second-

After reviewing the first job, I challenged

ary windings were laid on top of the pri-

our supervisors, Kim Shellabarger and

mary winding and the stators were dipped

Dave Howard, to develop a method to

in epoxy and baked in the oven. Don

reduce rewind hours on each stator job.

Morris manned workstation 5 where he

By nature, we are set up as a job shop as

performed our final inspection to ensure

each repair job that we receive is unique.

that each stator would pass government

This was a rare opportunity to repair 60

inspection and acceptance.

identical jobs, so improving our skill level

This was a team effort with everyone hon-

should result in higher job efficiency.

ing their skills on each of the 60 stators.

During the Industrial Revolution, Henry

The work team consisted of Jeff Mougey,

Ford developed the modern-day assembly

John

line and reduced the production cost of his

Clippinger, and Dave Mader. When 10 sta-

Model T Ford automobile. By developing

tors rewinds were completed, Don Morris

specialized workstations, he was able to

inspected them and provided suggestions

reduce the per unit cost of the Model T

for improvement. David Coonce delivered

auto to the point that the employees build-

each order of 10 units to the customer for

ing the car could afford to purchase one.

final approval and acceptance.

This was revolutionary at that time, consid-

I am very proud to report that all 60 stator

ering that an automobile was considered

rewind jobs passed inspection and were

a luxury only for the wealthy. Modern day

accepted by the customer. Employing spe-

automobiles for the masses are all built on

cialized workstation methods and placing

assembly lines today, to reduce the per

an emphasis on efficiency, the total

unit cost to promote higher sales in a very

average hours on each rewind job was

Rooks,

Mark

Bethel,

Stephen
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Christmas at Horner
Industrial Continued

MFS 2018 In Review

by:Ralph Coonce

In many ways, it was a rough year.

group in an administrative role, and

and EFS have all helped us with

For a lot of the year, we had more

Navy Vet Adam Smith as one of the

providing labor when the activity

work and requests than we were

MFS techs.

levels were too high for us to handle

able to comfortably handle with our

We have improved on some of our

ourselves. It has been a true team

staffing. Although HR has been dili-

skills with outside training, Evan

effort at times to juggle all of the

gent in their search for people, there

Baldwin attended IR level one train-

activity.

just are not a lot of people out there

ing, and Rusty Syrus completed

We ended 2018 positively, as we

that can or want to do. We should

Hydraulic tech level one training.

exceeded our sales goal for the

be adding a couple of former Army

We continue to work with alignment

year, and we exceeded our profit-

Vets about the March time frame.

and balance training internally. I do

ability goals for the year. The MFS

We have experienced a significant

need to acknowledge the inter-oper-

guys were pretty darn busy all year,

loss during the year, Dan Storey

ational cooperation that we have in

and they have all worked very hard

died and has left a great big hole in

Field Service, within Horner. While

for us to have achieved what we did.

our schedule, but more importantly,

we have had the chance to work

in our hearts and minds.

with and help the other operations,

We have added Jaye Peper to the

Louisville, Fort Wayne, Springfield

Brain Teaser

This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

In a one-story Horner Building, there

Husband Misunderstanding Wife

was a blue motor, a blue fan, a blue

Solve the Puzzle

desk, a blue computer, a blue chair,

A: A Misunderstanding between Husband and

a blue table, a blue telephone, a blue

Wife

test stand– everything was blue! What
color were the stairs?
Last quarters winners:

Three days to give me your answer. The

$50 in Gift card + Goodie Bag: Jacob Brown,

right answers will go into a drawing for

Indy

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

$25 Gift card + Goodie Bag: Bryan Hansel, Fort

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all

Wayne

locations to receive before drawing.

Goodie Bag: Evan Baldwin, MFS

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Goodie Bag: Barb Spangler, Indy
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Rusty Syrus (MFS)
enjoying Christmas
with son

Jesse Ault (Indy) with
daughter Nataliya

Matt Velandingham’s (Inside Sales)
son Carl with new baby Cooper

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 19

Ashley Eddelman’s
(Coatings) Kids at
Christmas

Becky Frye’s
Grandkids First
Day of School

David Coonce’s
(Sales) daughter
rockin’ her dad’s
safety glasses

Kent Seaver’s Son - Pilot
of Moonbuggy for Southern
IL University’s College of
Engineering’s team

Dan Kohl (Sales) with
Naomi Rose Pea,
new granddaughter
granddaughter of
Leighton
Brad Kehrt and Janet
Kenyon (APG)

Our Customer
Gary Goble’s (MFS)
wearing his Horner grandson Brady Gracey
gear Hunting
Quarterback Nickname:
Tom Brady Gracey

Todd Cochran’s
(Sales) new
grandson Rhett

Tracy Brown’s
(Fan) grandkids
at Christmas

WINTER 2019

Sales Awards
Dennis
Cardwell
raised his
sales by
57%

Congrats!
Randy Isley
2018
Salesmen
of the Year!

Springfield Christmas

Terre Haute Employees In Action

Todd Cochran
(Left) and David
Coonce (Right)
both received
honor for hitting
over 4 Million in
Sales

